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by one in 1963 to Algeria to buy arms
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The Chinese-built Ethiopia–Djibouti standard gauge railway
Source: Skilla1st, Wikimedia

More specific to the debt distress

of debt to hold states in Africa captive

problem relating to Chinese loans,

to Beijing’s wishes and demands’.16
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one-quarter of external loans for

that Africa needs ‘the international

African countries facing high debt
distress.14 These countries include
Kenya
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(25 percent), Zambia (26 percent),
Cameroon (32 percent), and Ethiopia
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(45 percent) and Djibouti (57 percent).15
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countries and multilateral financial
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debt relief and suspension’ to help the
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The high levels of debt owed
by African countries to China could
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development but also hurt Sino-African
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‘African governments and society are

stated that China would forgive all

increasingly asking China to come up

the interest-free government loans
due to mature by the end of 2020
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International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank proposed the Debt
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endorsed by G20 finance ministers.
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While China was once applauded
for providing African countries with
a firm basis for economic growth
and development through funding
infrastructure, trade and industry,
a growing controversy has emerged
over the implications of Chinese loans
for African economies. The decision
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Extraordinary China–Africa Summit
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on

COVID-19,
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President Xi Jinping 习近平 spoke of

region’s quest for Chinese finance.
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